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FEA Interview

● FEA Theory
● Material Science
● Mathematics Matrix Algebra and Calculus
● Explicit and Implicit Schemes
● LS DYNA Theory
● Meshing Theory
● Crash Fundamentals



Science:  Science is the sum of systematic human knowledge 
gained by man through observation and experimentation.

Engineering: Engineering is an human activity which is directed 
towards achieving better artifacts,processes,algorithms and 
systems which can serve humans.



3 Methods to solve any 
engineering problem





FEM VS FDM







FEM VS Classical Methods









Higher Order Polynomial 
for shape functions give 
more accurate results









Methods for Formulating Stiffness Matrix

1. Variational Methods -  Rayleigh Ritz method.
2. Weighted Residual methods - 

Galerkin Method,Sub-Domain Method,Collocation 
Method,Least Squares method.

These methods are old approximate classical methods 
which were in use even before the advent of FEM





Variational Methods or galerkin method convert the Differential equations to 
algebraic equations which can be easily solved using computer as Differential 
equations are difficult to solve using computer









How to solve a problem using Variation calculus method

● Write the governing Differential equation of the engineering problem
● Convert the Differential equation to equivalent Integral form by comparing with 

Euler lagrange equation
● Assume a trial function in polynomial or trigonometric from. 
● Trial function should satisfy the boundary conditions of the problem.
● Substitute the trial function in the equivalent Integral form.
● Minimize the Integral form of the functional wrt the unknown constants.
● From the above step get the value of unknown constants and substitute it in 

the trial solution to get the approximate solution.
● Get the values of strain and stress from the above steps.

Note: This is the  classical procedure of solving without using FEM















Compare Governing DE to Euler Lagrange Equation

Get Integral form of DE which is a functional. Here I integral is sum of SE + WP



In order to solve the governing differential equation 
using variation calculus we have to compare the DE with 
Euler Lagrange Equation and get the equivalent Integral 
form.The equivalent Integral form for a structural 
problem is the Potential Energy Functional. After this we 
can take trial function and solve this Integral Functional 
using the Rayleigh Ritz method.



How to solve problem using Rayleigh Ritz method

● Write the Potential Energy functional of the engineering problem
● P.E functional = S.E + W.P ( strain energy + work potential )
● Assume a trial function in polynomial or trigonometric from. 
● Trial function should satisfy the boundary conditions of the problem.
● Substitute the trial function in the PE functional.
● Minimize the P.E functional wrt the unknown constants.
● From the above step get the value of unknown constants and 

substitute it in the trial solution to get the approximate solution.
● Get the values of strain and stress from the above steps.

Note: This is the classical procedure of solving without using FEM



Rayleigh  Ritz  Method





Thank You


